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Bihar, the state known for its rich heritage and culture is situated in the eastern part of India.
Magadha was the name of ancient Bihar, and it ruled as the center of power, learning and culture in
India for over 1000 years. The river Ganges flows from west to east, right through the middle of
Bihar dividing it into two parts. Though Bihar lagged behind the other states in terms of human and
economic terms, the current state government made significant strides in improving the governance.
 A recent New York Times article talks about the vastly improved law and order situation in the state
and the phenomenal economic growth shown over the course of last 5 years. Thus Bihar news
holds up an important role in informing the people about the current affairs in the state. One can
easily get their dose of state news in Hindi through various mediums. The broadcasters make it a
point that Bihar news is broadcasted in a regional language like Hindi, because Hindi news makes it
easy for the people to clearly understand the importance of news.

Bihar news has always helped the people to get acquainted with the features of the state of Bihar,
as it is one of the most reputed educational hubs in India. Through Bihar news one can stay
updated to every affair in the state. The Bihar media makes it a point that all the important news
updates reach the public through latest Bihar news. Bihar news has become a significant part of
India. .

Bihar Hindi news is mostly covered up by bhojpuri film industry and new upcoming films.  Hindi
news from Bihar also consists of news on radios which is still considered to be a good medium of
communication. Along with the Bhojpuri film, news like the 12 and a half year old boy named satyam
kumar cracking the highly competitive Indian Institute of Technology-Joint Entrance Examination
(IIT-JEE) also caught the attraction of public.

Bihar Hindi news also covered up the 12th class CBSC results in which the students of Patna
proved that they are no less talented than the students in other parts of the country and have
brought laurels to the schools and families. It is very essential for people to not be aware of news
from just one state. One should know about all the states. If you are wondering, whether on can get
state news in Hindi on internet as well, and then the answer is yes! You can. Numerous online news
channels also provide all the state news in Hindi.
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